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N° LED W 
Lm 

to the light source    
R / V / B 

  

01 1.2 110 350mA IP40 DIFFUSE  ● ● ● - 2700K 3000K 4000K 
 

01 4,2 - 350mA/see the pilot module IP40 DIFFUSE - RGBW -                    -                   - 

03 3.6 330 350mA IP40 DIFFUSE  - - 2700K 3000K 4000K 
 

 

Series electrical connection 350mA SELV. 
Polarity: RED cable + BLACK cable - 

Connection: 
Connector compliant with EN 60998-2-1 standards 

ONLY FOR RGB VERSION  
Connection to the pilot module 

 

(FACSIMILE) 

 

 

+ = red - = red/black      
+ = blue - = blue/black 
+ = green - = green/black 

ATTENTION: Before starting all electrical connections, make sure that the power supply is not powered. If this simply rule is not respected, the lighting source will be irremediably damaged. 
  

 

 

Compliant with Europen standards 
(EMC, RoHs, Ecodesign and requirements specified in the Low Voltage Directive 

(LVD)) 

 

CLASS III 
Operating with SELV 

 

POWER SOURCE 
By remote power supply SELV OUTPUT 350mA constant current / Only for 

350mA RGB version, please see the connection to the pilot module 

 

 

 

Separate waste collection  
of electric and electronic 

equipment 

 

Made in Italy 

Projected, manufactured and assembled 
in Italy 
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Model Description Dimensions    
Ø30 x 70+L mm 

Fixing hole   Ø40mm  
 Formwork 37 x 100 x 15mm 

Simplified assembly  
of the screw body 

 
 
 

 

Recessed ceiling Led light body 
 in aluminum. Aesthetic part in 
transparent methacrylate worked at 
drawing. It is provided with 25cm 
bipolar cable for the electrical 
connection. Indoor installation on 
drywall, wood. Fixing by specific  
threaded formwork. 

 

 

 
Hole Ø 40 mm  

for insertion formwork 

 

 

 

 
 

  

 

 

Do the hole Ø40mm Insert formwork Fix formwork with 

twoself-tapping 

screws for drywall  

Ensure that the protection cap of the 

hole is correctly positioned and make 

the necessary finishes 

Connect electric wires and insert the light body by turning it 

counterclockwise. Before screwing, it is recommended to make 

two / three "empty" turns clockwise. 
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